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1. I ______________ my essay tonight.

•Shall write
•Is writing
•wrote

3. She _________ the dinner tonight.

•Is cooking
•Will cook
•Cooked

5. I ___________ you in an hour.

•Will see
•Saw
•Seeing

7. _______ you come to my house this 
weekend?

•Will 
•Are
•Were

9. I _________ ask him tomorrow.

•Was
•Is
•Will

2. Sam ___________ join us tomorrow.

•Will not
•Is not
•Was not

4. My brother ____________ me in my 
project.

•Helped
•Helping
•Will help

6.They __________ to the theater 
tomorrow.

•Went
•Will not go
•Are going

8. We __________ back from our vacation 
next week.

•Will be
•Is
•Was

10. I __________ my room tomorrow.

•Will clean
•Cleaned
•Cleaning

Select the correct Simple Future Tense from the options

A verb is the most important word in a sentence; without it, the sentence would not make sense. Verbs 

show an action, occurrence, or state of being (exist). 

All  sentences require both a verb and a subject (a noun or pronoun).  

For example: A monkey climbed the tree.

Verbs - Future Tense

Subject

The future tense is a verb tense used for a future activity or a future state of being.

For example: I will jump in the pool.

Verb
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1. I  shall write my essay tonight.

•Shall write
•Is writing
•wrote

3. She will cook the dinner tonight.

•Is cooking
•Will cook
•Cooked

5. I will see you in an hour.

•Will see
•Saw
•Seeing

7. Will you come to my house this 
weekend?

•Will 
•Are
•Were

9. I will ask him tomorrow.

•Was
•Is
•Will

2. Sam will not join us tomorrow.

•Will not
•Is not
•Was not

4. My brother will help me in my project.

•Helped
•Helping
•Will help

6.They will not go to the theater tomorrow.

•Went
•Will not go
•Are going

8. We will be back from our vacation next 
week.

•Will be
•Is
•Was

10. I will clean my room tomorrow.

•Will clean
•Cleaned
•Cleaning

Answers

A verb is the most important word in a sentence; without it, the sentence would not make sense. Verbs 

show an action, occurrence, or state of being (exist). 

All  sentences require both a verb and a subject (a noun or pronoun).  

For example: A monkey climbed the tree.

Verbs - Future Tense

Subject

The future tense is a verb tense used for a future activity or a future state of being.

For example: I will jump in the pool.

Verb


